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“An investment in a multiasset class fund or portfolio
represents a bet that
productivity improvements
will continue, and the
benefits will filter down to
those able to participate in
capital markets.”
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Welcome to another edition of Compass, our flagship quarterly

to continue to dominate market moves for the foreseeable

publication. I have the great privilege of taking over leadership

future. Nonetheless, the job of this publication in particular has

of the team who are responsible for your investments from

always been to try and look beyond the noise of the present,

my colleague and friend, Solomon Soquar, who has previously

and provide context for the longer term investor. This quarter,

written to you.

our focus is on the journey out of cash.

These are without doubt uniquely challenging times.

To many, the idea of deploying some of your hard earned funds

However, the combination of thorough business continuity

into such wildly oscillating capital markets may seem overly

planning across Barclays, enhanced digital capabilities and

brave, at best. However, there is still a future to plan for and, as

an ever-motivated investment team mean that we expect

interest rates on cash continue to drop, a sensibly diversified

minimal disruption to the investment services we provide

investment portfolio or fund looks even more attractive than

you with. In many cases, we are increasing that service,

usual, from a medium-term perspective. We can never rule

particularly on the communications side, in recognition of a

out capital markets seizures of the likes we have seen over the

very fast-moving situation and wanting to keep our investors

last few weeks – the future remains unknowable. However, an

as informed as possible.

investment in a multi-asset class fund or portfolio represents

At times like this, we long for historical comparison, whether
the great flu pandemic of 1918, the Great Financial Crisis
of 2007-09 or indeed the Great Depression of the 1930s.
The reality is that there is no strong analogy for the challenge
we face at present. The current socio-economic context

a bet that productivity improvements will continue, and the
benefits will filter down to those able to participate in capital
markets. Like most serious challenges our species have faced
over the last few millennia, humankind will find a way to both
adapt and eventually prosper.

renders many deeper historical comparisons irrelevant. While

I hope that this publication finds you and your loved ones as

the last recession certainly contains some lessons for policy

safe and as content as these challenging times permits.

makers (which on the evidence of the decisive action we’ve
seen from governments and central banks around the world
so far, they have heeded), there are more important differences

Warmest regards,

in our opinion.
We retain a strong conviction that the medium-term drivers
of the returns to a diversified mix of assets remain more or
less unchanged – humankind’s relentless push to find ways
to do more with less, to invent and adopt new technologies.
However, the near term challenges for the economy are likely

Nicky Eggers, Chartered FCSI
Head of Barclays Investment Solutions
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Coronavirus – The latest
It’s been a breathtaking start to the year in capital markets. A global pandemic looks
to be about to end the longest US expansion in well over a century, with a global
recession now expected by many. Difficult times lie ahead for the world. Nicky Eggers,
our Head of Investments, speaks to Will Hobbs, Chief Investment Officer, and Rob
Smith, Head of Behavioural Finance, about the latest on coronavirus and its effects.
Will, what is the latest information we have
on the spread of the coronavirus?
The first point to make is that this is now a truly global
outbreak. There can be little doubt about that, even if the
paucity of detection capabilities continues to deny us solid

trends will continue, and the simplest way to do this is by
extending recent trends in a straight line. The problem with
this way of thinking is that we are using only a small amount
of information to infer something about the future of a very
complex process.

proof. It is this lack of testing that is also preventing us from
making authoritative statements about the case fatality rate.

to a much more serious ten in every thousand. We can say

What are the possible effects of this in
terms of how we assess the seriousness of
coronavirus?

with a little more authority that containment efforts around

Looking at the way past epidemics develop, we know that

the world, of varying severity, have seen success in slowing

there is a general pattern – a slow start followed by a period

the spread. China is the most extreme case here, but much

of exponential growth before a tailing off of infection growth

of Asia now enjoys a more stable case count, with most new

rates, and eventually a reduction in new cases. In the early

victims coming from overseas. European and US containment

days, when cases are developing slowly before transmission

measures are younger. At the time of writing, we lack

accelerates, a simple extrapolation of the current trend can

convincing evidence of their efficacy, but early signs from Italy

dramatically underestimate the future growth in the number

are so far encouraging.

of cases. Then, if we take the same simple extrapolation

The range of plausible estimates here goes from around one
person in every thousand (comparable with seasonal flu) up

during the steeper more exponential growth phase then it can

Rob, you’ve mentioned before about the
difficulties we have with dealing with
uncertainty and the way in which we
instinctively forecast events. Can you explain
that in more detail?

overestimate future growth of cases as the number of cases
will plateau at some point.

trying to think about what may happen in the future. When we

Will, is there anything we are hearing from
the experts on seasonality? I know other
coronaviruses have exhibited this to some
degree, but do we expect lower transmission
rates as summer arrives?

think about the future of a specific event, say the spread of the

Again, I’m simply relaying what I have heard from genuine

coronavirus, it is natural that we overweight the importance

experts on this subject. Like you say, there are basically four

of the recent past, as it is most easily recalled, and use this

coronaviruses currently in circulation that cause colds and

as a basis for our predictions. For example, when the virus

so on that regularly afflict all of our winter seasons. This is

first broke out in China, it was easy to believe that we, in the

an addition to that family of viruses. So, although we don’t

UK, would never be affected. Now that the outbreak is global,

yet have firm evidence of seasonality, there is some potential

it’s not hard to imagine that the number of cases will grow

for slower transmission as the northern hemisphere warms.

quickly and that the situation can only get worse. It is easier

This will potentially have the reverse effect on the southern

for us to mentally process the future if we believe that current

hemisphere though.

It’s important to know that we don’t deal with uncertainty
well. There are many common traps we can fall into when
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What are our latest views on the economic
effects? Markets have moved extremely
fast – it seems like investors are expecting a
much larger and more long-lasting economic
hit than originally thought based on these
market moves?
Yes, that is surely the case. There are other factors to throw
in here too. There is some increased uncertainty resulting
from the sharp declines in oil prices that followed on from
the collapsed talks between OPEC and Russia. Essentially, a
market share scrap in the oil market is fueling worries that a
default cycle amongst oil companies is coming. The reality
is that there is little we can say about the economic costs of
containing and delaying the spread of this latest coronavirus.
For those looking for some reassurance, the world economy

Rob, back to you, do you think the current
market conditions may be exacerbated
by the biases we have when forming our
expectations?
Given our comments about how expectations of the future
are often heavily influenced by the more recent past, I think
there is a risk that many investors have been conditioned by
the reasonably benign market conditions experienced recently.
Specifically, the stellar returns of many asset classes in 2019.
As a result, investors were not prepared for such violent market
moves and this may trigger a more instinctive rather than
reasoned response. It may be tempting to extrapolate the
recent market falls into the future. Understandably this would
make you want to sell your investments to try and limit any
further losses.

entered this crisis with many of its most important participants
in better health than feared. Also, policymakers around the
world, with the freshly inked playbook from the last crisis to
hand, are acting with reassuring vigour. Our best guess is that

And what message can we give to our
readers on this front?

the world economy will find its feet again at some point in the

First and foremost, it’s about context and setting expectations.

second half of the year after an admittedly sharp blow in the

Think about what you are investing for. Unlike the essential

next quarter or so.

supplies being stripped from shelves, investors should not
need to use the money they have set aside for investments

You mentioned the sharp declines in oil
prices. What is our expectation here? Do
we expect Russia and OPEC to continue this
market share war?

in the short term. Remember that investing is necessarily a
long-term activity. We do expect periods like this to occur at
some point, and it is through weathering the turmoil that we
get rewarded as long-term investors. Secondly, remember that
what you see in the news, that is affecting your perception of
risk, is the volatility of the stock market – one of the riskiest

The last few years has seen a sharp increase in the proportion

assets. Diversified investors will be shielded from the full force

of global oil production accounted for by the US. The relevant

of this and will be seeing less extreme movements as a result.

point here is that much of US supply requires a higher oil
price to make it worth pumping. So, by driving the price of
oil lower, the producers able to profitably operate in a much
lower oil price environment may be able to grab back market
share. This obviously has many implications for the world
economy. There are stresses to consider in the oil sector and
in particular for those companies that have provided finance to
the more vulnerable parts of the sector. More broadly, you can
argue that lower oil prices are a net positive for growth in the
medium term. Essentially, wealth is transferred from the few
that control the world’s oil resources to the many that use it.
However, with such a sharp fall we know that in the short run
the negative effects can outweigh those positive longer term
effects.

A good analogy in times like these is to imagine when you’re
driving on the motorway and you see warning signs saying
‘accident ahead’. There is a strong temptation to take a
different route, just to do something. However, the reality is
that the news is often old by the time you see it. When you get
there the accident may have been cleared and the traffic could
actually be better than expected. If we think back to markets,
information is incorporated into prices very quickly. So, has the
worst case scenario been priced in already? If so, there may
be more a pleasant road ahead. Self-control is an important
trait for investors. It is difficult, but we have the ability to help
ourselves. Setting rules in advance about how we will or won’t
behave in times like these can help.
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Will, what can policy makers do to manage
the situation?
We are seeing an incredible amount of proactivity from policy
makers. We’ve seen central banks pull hard on levers that it
took a lot longer to pull in the last recession. We are already
seeing a significant step in government support for the
economy too. So far these policy measures, both enacted and
planned, already exceed those approved in the last downturn.
A lot of what policy makers are trying to do right now is simply
buy time for the economy to endure these increased efforts to
contain the virus.

I know you are always telling us to let the
long-term asset allocation absorb these
punches, it is what it is designed for. But
what are you doing with the shorter term
portfolio – the tactical portfolio – which is
really designed to take advantage of any
short-term mispricings?
This is certainly a time when you are very grateful for the
diversifying assets in our strategic asset allocation. It is also
a time to be thankful for the painstaking efforts the team
put in to organising these assets in the most effective way
possible, to mitigate exactly these types of markets. However,
in the tactical side of the portfolio, there are some extremely
interesting opportunities cropping up. When emotions are
running high in markets, this tends to be a great moment to
stay dispassionate and take advantage.

Lastly then, what opportunities do you think
the current situation creates for our clients
and investors more generally?
We discuss the cost of waiting and attempting to time the
market in detail in one of the following articles. Our experience
tells us that for investors there is no time like the present.
Given the large sell-off we have witnessed in risk assets, and
the increase in long-term expected returns that likely results,
this can only be more pertinent now. If you have cash to invest
and have been waiting, possibly afraid to dip your toes into the
water, then I hope this publication can give you the motivation
required to take the plunge.
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Defining & realising your financial goals
It may sound sublimely obvious, but those who plan are more likely to achieve
better financial outcomes. A propensity to plan has been shown not just to improve
actual objective financial health but also subjective financial well-being and
satisfaction. So, it’s well worth investing the time to consider your goals, create a plan
and develop good habits.
What you’ll learn:
• What is ‘mental accounting’
• The problems with goals-based saving and investing
• How to start your investment journey

Mental accounting
When we think about our finances, we like to allocate money into different pots for
different goals. The prevalence of this practice – known as ‘mental accounting’ – is not

Robert Smith, CFA

surprising given the complexity of financial planning. It makes it easier for us to picture

+44 (0)20 3134 7114

our finances and to track our progress against our goals. However, it can often lead to

robert.e.smith@barclayswealth.com

inefficient use of money.
Using mental accounts can negate one of the benefits of our money – its fungible nature – that it can be easily transferred across
barriers. It is also difficult to take into account the fact that there may be other unexpected demands on your resources in the
future. This approach also requires precision for every goal, even those a long way in the future. You must confirm how much
you need, when you need it, what the priority is, and your attitude for risk. When it comes to investing with ‘pots’ there is also the
added complexity of managing multiple portfolios with different risk levels and time horizons and making sure they are efficient as
a whole.

Changing goals
The reality is that our goals can be anything but precise and they will change over time. Even the short-term ones. Any planning
tool needs to reflect the contingent nature of our aspirations. Putting specific goal ‘pots’ in place makes it more difficult to move
money across barriers, locking in our goals and becoming inflexible. Most goals-based saving or investing frameworks tend to
pander to our desire to compartmentalise. However, you can start with a reasonably simple structure to help start your journey.

Starting your investment journey
To start with, put aside money as an emergency buffer. This is to cover any unexpected costs, for instance a boiler replacement,
or loss of income. Your emergency buffer should be accessible instantly and should not be exposed to any risk of loss. Common
guidance is to hold between three to six months of typical expenditure but the amount needed will be dependent upon our
individual circumstances, financial and otherwise. The amount you are comfortable with will also depend on your attitude to risk.
Now, think about any more immediate goals within the next five years that are reasonably certain and roughly how much you will
need for these. This is where you can start to get some more from your money and possibly introduce a small amount of risk,
dependent on how important and flexible the goal is. Longer notice savings products or fixed term bonds are good examples.
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Depending on your personal circumstances, anything that you

You can then evaluate your portfolio, and its possible future

are looking to achieve over five years might best be served

value, against the total of what you need to meet all your goals

by investing. This allows your money to gain from the long-

together. In order to achieve all of your most important goals,

term growth that a diversified portfolio is expected to provide.

it may be necessary to take action. This may include saving

However, given that the future is uncertain, and the value of

more or perhaps delaying some goals to make them more

investments are capable of falling as well as rising even in

achievable.

the long term, the desired outcome may not be forthcoming.
Rather than creating a portfolio for each goal ‘pot’, you are
better off thinking about how much risk you can afford to take
and how you feel about taking risk overall.
Ask yourself questions like; do I need income from the portfolio
or will I be contributing frequently? Do I have any debt I need
to repay that isn’t already considered in my plan? How would I
feel if my portfolio lost some of its value, say 15%? How much
short-term turbulence can I stomach to meet my long-term
goals? How confident am I that my financial circumstances will
let me forgo access to my investment if need be until such time
as my objectives are met?
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Why cash isn’t king all of the time
In a world that perhaps understandably prioritises more immediate threats to our
financial wellbeing, inflation is an often underestimated foe. We tend to worry more
about the threat of recessions and other such shocks more than the corrosive effects
of declining purchasing power. This is almost certainly a mistake.
What you’ll learn:
• What is purchasing power?
• The impact of inflation
• What investors should do

What is purchasing power?
Over time, the cost of goods and services tends to rise. Logically, that means that if the
value of our investments and savings is not rising at the same pace, we can buy less and
less goods and services with them – it is becoming ever less powerful (valuable). With
the interest rate on most deposits in the UK at present sitting below the level of inflation

Will Hobbs, CAIA
+44 (0)20 3555 8415
william.hobbs@barclays.com

(the annual price growth of the goods and services we buy), this is a very common
problem for UK consumers.

With inflation so low does it matter?
We are currently a long way from the hyperinflation of the 1970s. Despite central bank efforts to support the global economy since
the global financial crisis – through quantitative easing programmes and maintaining historically low interest rates – global growth
has remained tepid and inflation stubbornly low. Nonetheless, even very low levels of inflation compound surprisingly quickly over
time making it extremely uncomfortable for those just saving in cash as they might outpace any compounded interest. Although
inflation can also erode returns from investing, at least you have a better chance of beating inflation rates. For example, the price of
an average new car has increased 38% in the last decade1 while a pint of beer has increased in price by 24% from £2.52 to £3.022.
In Figure 1, we show an example of how £100 behaved over the last decade under three scenarios. The middle line illustrates
broadly how we tend to think of it – in nominal terms. This is the value of cash in the bank plus the interest earned. The bottom
line shows how it has really evolved – in purchasing power terms. This is the ‘real’ value of the cash (plus interest earned) after
the effects of inflation have been taken into account. The top line demonstrates the real returns (after inflation) that accrued to a
diversified investor.

	Cap HPI, Car Dealer Magazine, 25 July 2018.

1

	RPI: Average price – Draught Bitter, per pint, Office of National Statistics, Consumer Price inflation time series (MM23), 15 January 2020.

2
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FIGURE 1: Growth of £100, December 2009 to December 2019
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Source: FactSet, Barclays. Inflation: CPI, All Items, United Kingdom, Equities: FTSE All-Share Total Return, Gilts: FTSE Actuaries UK Conventional Gilts All Stocks Total Return,
Cash: JP Morgan Cash Index United Kingdom (3M) Total Return.

However, this cannot be a ‘like-for-like’ comparison as

Unfortunately, the negative effects of holding cash are

investments can fall in nominal value even if they haven’t fallen

often overlooked because we don’t ‘feel’ the loss in value.

over the period shown. Other periods in the past (for example,

The changes compound slowly over time in contrast to an

Dec 1999 to Dec 2009) have produced different results.

economic crisis, where our visceral judgements mean the

Furthermore, because past performance of investments isn’t

likelihood is often overestimated.

a reliable indicator of their future performance, the same
outcome shown here may not recur in the future. To provide
context, if we examine all 10-year periods starting each month
from December 1999 (121 periods in total), in 12 of them,
or 9% of the time, cash has outperformed the investment
portfolio. (For the discrete annual returns data, please refer to
Figure 2.)
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FIGURE 2: Discrete Annual Returns (%), 2000 to 2019 Calendar Years
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Source: FactSet, Barclays.

What to do?
There is obviously a huge psychological leap from keeping

Over the long term, there is a good chance of beating those

your cash in the relative (nominal) safety of a deposit account

pernicious forces of inflation and not only retaining purchasing

to deploying it in the world’s capital markets. It is important

power, but growing it. This comes from taking a proportional

to remember that you should only consider making an

stake in global growth. As the world grows (and if it grows), so

investment if you can stay invested for a period of at least

should the value of investments. History tells us that the world

five years and if you accept the risk that even if you hold

has continued to grow much more often than not, a function

investments for longer you may still lose value, get a lesser

of humankind’s so far bottomless stores of ingenuity and

return than cash savings, or lose value through inflation. Those

restlessness. However, the future as always remains uncertain.

who do take this leap should be aware that there can be few, if
any, guarantees. There is an implicit trade-off in making such
an investment.

On the other hand, viewed over shorter time frames, that
global growth picture has tended to be much more volatile and
unsettling. Investors should be prepared to get back less than
they invested and to have more grey hairs if they try and follow
it on a day-to-day basis.
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Bricks & Mortar – are they really as safe as houses?
Property holds a special place in the hearts of the UK population. Despite the backdrop
of decreasing affordability, homeownership still remains an important goal for the
majority of millennials3. This is no different for UK investors. Buy-to-let property still
appears to be popular, especially as a retirement planning tool, despite less favourable
regulatory and tax rules.
What you’ll learn:
• Why property appears to be such a good investment
• The realities of investing in direct property
• How investing in financial markets can benefit from increasing house prices

Why is property so popular?
The allure of property as an investment is understandable if we look at it from a
behavioural perspective. Bricks and mortar are very tangible and their value is easily
understood by a non-expert. Despite the risk of void letting periods and defaults, property
can also provide a fairly predictable stream of income, making its return salient, as it hits
your bank account every month or quarter.

Hugo Vanhegan
hugo.vanhegan@barclays.com

It’s important to realise that, as investors, we are prone to often unjustified optimism and
overconfidence. A common overestimation of the income yield and a skewed assumption that prices ‘will only ever increase’ are a
consequence of our biased judgement. Perhaps for this reason property is seen by many as a relatively low risk investment, despite
the opposite being true.

Concentrate, please
Houses vary in size, quality, location and a lot more besides. Depending on these characteristics, the prices of different properties
will grow at different rates over time. The disparity between the North4 and London for example is important for would-be
investors (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1: House price growth since 1973
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Source: FactSet.
	61% of those renting still expect to buy a property at some point - UK Millennials: Myths and Realities, CBRE, 2017 –
https://www.cbreresidential.com/uk/sites/uk-residential/files/Millennials%20in%20the%20UK.pdf

3

	The ‘North’ refers to Northern England and includes the North, North West, Yorkshire & Humberside, East Midlands and West Midlands, according to the Nationwide
House Price Index report, June 2019.

4
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Most property investors are often unable to diversify their

There are also a host of other costs with buying, selling and

property holdings easily, as it requires significant capital and

maintaining a property which are often overlooked, and if

knowledge of the housing market across the country. This

not factored in correctly can lead to a rose tinted view of the

means that your return is likely driven by the specifics of the

income you will receive.

house and the factors affecting prices in the area, rather than
the property market as a whole. This concentration of your
investment increases the risk of property ownership. Contrast

Conclusion

this to investing in financial markets , where you can spread

Whilst a buy-to-let property may be an appealing investment,

your investments across a range of asset classes, regions and

the reality is that it may be riskier that it first appears. This is

geographies far more easily.

not to say that property ownership is a bad investment. In fact,
an allocation to property may be sensible. However, it should

Borrowing costs
One advantage of buy-to-let investments is that you can take
out a mortgage, which may allow you to spread your cash
further and diversify your holdings with more properties. This
leverage introduces a significant amount of risk. There is a real
possibility that if there is a dip in house prices you can end
up in negative equity. In addition, the removal of allowances
to offset mortgage interest against income for tax purposes
means that what was a healthy profit could now be a loss,
especially for higher rate tax payers and those with larger
mortgages.
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be a part of a broader investment portfolio allocated across
assets, markets and geographies.
There are ways to profit from increasing house prices by
investing in financial markets. Property funds help to diversify
and are easier to buy and sell quickly. However, even investing
through liquid funds does not completely remove this risk.
Many property funds were suspended in 2019, including
the £2.5bn M&G Property Fund, which was suspended in
December 2019. There is also the option of investing in house
builders, for example, to benefit from house price appreciation.

Investment Consulting

A diversified investment portfolio
When it comes to investing – and managing the risk of doing so – the old adage ‘don’t
put all your eggs in one basket’ is frequently used. Investors are advised to hold a welldiversified portfolio, yet it’s nobody’s ultimate goal. So, to what end is diversification the
means? What is the benefit? And can we tell what kind is actually worthwhile?
What you’ll learn:

Michelle Longville

• The risks of not being diversified

+44 (0)20 3134 0680

• The real benefits of diversification

michelle.longville@barclays.com

• Why not all diversification is equal

Diversification: reducing unnecessary risk
The typical argument for a diversified portfolio is that it enjoys reduced volatility thanks
to the imperfect correlations5 between its components. That is to say, if assets do not
move in lock-step, their fluctuations act to smooth each other out. Happily, therefore, the
variability of a portfolio’s returns is less than the (weighted) sum of its parts.
More precisely, what’s going on is that by allocating across a range of assets, the
idiosyncratic risks of each are diluted. For example, imagine you invested in Centrica
(owners of British Gas). You would not only be at the mercy of factors affecting the
energy sector, such as the recent collapse in oil prices, but also the particular actions of
individuals at that company.

Robert Smith, CFA
+44 (0)20 3134 7114
robert.e.smith@barclayswealth.com

Investors today can now easily own many companies across a range of sectors and regions.
Since the risks that accompany owning just one company can be ‘diversified away’, there is
little reason to believe we should be rewarded for assuming that extra (unnecessary) risk.
Diversification enables us to reduce this kind of risk, at almost no cost.

Cliché for a reason
However, most people don’t notice or care about the variability of their portfolio’s
returns stretching back over the past few summers, but simply whether they’re up or
not – right now – compared to the original amount invested. Worse, this academic
benefit seems to fail when you need it most; as asset values perform synchronised dives,
and correlations spike.

Luke Pearce
+44 (0)20 3555 3746
luke.x.pearce@barclays.com

Instead, the more tangible benefit of diversification lies in that old adage involving eggs
and baskets. Clearly, any portfolio that is 100% concentrated in a single asset stands a
non-zero chance of being the very worst you could have chosen (as well as, of course, the
very best). Conversely, there is no way that a diversified allocation can be at the extreme
ends of the spectrum – it’ll always be somewhere in the middle of the rankings (Figure 1).
If you then look across a number of periods – be it days, months or years – you’ll
inevitably find that almost every asset class has, at some point, been the short straw. But
never will a blend hit the bottom. The key benefit of spreading your eggs is therefore to
minimise the worst-case ranking.
	In investing, correlation is a measure of the relationship between the returns of different investments. For example, if the returns of two investments generally move in
the same direction and the movement is related, then they are positively correlated. If there is no discernible relationship they are uncorrelated and if they move in the
opposite direction they are negatively correlated. If the returns move in precise unison they are said to be perfectly correlated.

5
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FIGURE 1: Diversification is the answer to the problem of unpredictable markets
Annual returns: asset classes and risk profile 3 Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA)
A diversified portfolio not only guards against the vulnerability of a single asset class, but can also enhance returns for the risk
taken on.
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16.4%
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11.9%

0.1%

2.8%
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7.2%

10.3%

-5.6%

14.3%

5.3%

10.8%

-5.5%

10.9%

0.1%

1.0%

-3.6%

6.2%

6.0%

-5.8%

12.5%

3.9%

7.2%

-6.5%
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0.1%

0.1%

-3.6%

4.1%

5.7%

-6.7%

8.6%

3.7%
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-8.9%

3.5%

-0.2%

-0.6%

-6.7%

3.9%

2.1%

-8.7%

7.7%

1.1%

3.6%

-13.3%

0.1%

-2.6%

-2.2%

-14.9%

2.5%

1.7%

-11.2%

7.3%

0.6%

-1.1%

-9.5%

-17.0%

-24.7%

0.4%

0.8%

-14.6%

2.3%

-4.7%

0.2%

-18.4%

Lower
Return
Cash & Short-Maturity Bonds

Developed Government Bonds

Investment Grade Bonds

High Yield & Emerging Market Bonds

Developed Market Equities

Emerging Market Equities

Commodities

Real Estate

Alternative Trading Strategies

Risk Profile 3 SAA

Source: Indices in USD. Cash & Short-Maturity Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays US T-Bills; Developed Government Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Global Treasury (Hedged);
Investment Grade Bonds: Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate - Corporates (Hedged); High Yield & Emerging Market Bonds: 50% ICE BoAML US High Yield (Hedged),
20% JPM EMBI Global Diversified (Hedged), 30% JPM GBI-EM Global Diversified; Developed Market Equities: MSCI World Net; Emerging Market Equities: MSCI EM Net;
Commodities: Bloomberg Commodity; Real Estate: FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Net; ATS: HFRX Global (Hedged). Source: Bloomberg, FactSet.

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future returns. Diversification does not prevent loss but might make it less likely.
Returns do not include fees or taxes.

All that glistens
Many common and established measures of diversification are based solely on the number and proportions of holdings. They
don’t care what the assets actually are, including their correlations, so they detect diversification that is only skin deep. They
focus on the means, not the end. A more meaningful assessment is to look at the worst-case ranking. This ties directly to our
understanding of diversification as a means of enhancing the robustness of relative returns.
When we compare these different approaches, an important finding is revealed: that there is a very loose connection between the
superficial diversification of a portfolio, as indicated by its weights, and the benefit we seek, as indicated by its worst-case ranking.
It’s possible to find allocations that appear to be well-diversified on paper, but actually do little to aid robustness. In short, not all
diversification is equal. So it is important to understand how and why the assets added will help improve the resilience of your
portfolio.

Conclusion
Finding the right balance between risk and expected return is tricky, and depends on an individual’s risk tolerance and long-term
investment goals. But whatever they are, diversification should be one of the qualities sought from investment portfolios – and our
multi-asset class portfolios are constructed with all this mind.
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The cost of waiting and getting some comfort
Today’s savers are facing a conundrum. Interest rates are near rock-bottom and, given
the coronavirus outbreak and the policy reactions, are expected to remain there for
the foreseeable future. Can investors afford to not be invested? What is the cost of
waiting on the sidelines, and can we make it any easier?
What you’ll learn:
• What might happen if you wait to invest
• How difficult the business cycle is to predict
• The costs and benefits of ‘averaging-in’
As the news and market turbulence continues, savers may be forgiven for thinking that
now may not be the right time to enter the market and instead wait for a better entry
point. The problem with this approach is that one can all too easily end up perennially
perched on the sidelines, waiting for a moment that will never come. All the while,

Alan Budenberg

markets may climb higher.

+44 (0)16 1242 4847
alan.budenberg@barclays.com

When should I invest?
We have analysed many different strategies that wait for prices to fall before investing;
varying the size of the fall and looking at different periods of history. Overwhelmingly, the
odds favour getting invested from day one.
For example, a strategy of waiting for a 10% drawdown in the MSCI World index6 before
investing. Looking at all the potential starting months since 19707 we see a succession of
long periods with large returns being forfeited, punctuated by times when waiting for a
sell-off has indeed dodged a pullback.

Robert Smith, CFA

Overall, the mean total return forfeit versus investing on day one is 29% and the

+44 (0)20 3134 7114

probability of losing out is 68%. For the occasions when this strategy has worked, the

robert.e.smith@barclayswealth.com

outcome is predicated on the ability to invest in the midst of market ructions when
markets are lurching downwards. If the aim of waiting is to avoid short-term losses, a
plan to jump headlong into a still deepening abyss would be an odd way to go about it.
The second issue with waiting is that it requires an accuracy of predicting drawdowns
and the bottom of the market that can only be achieved in hindsight.

Market downturns are difficult to predict
When you are considering investing, the coast is never clear, there will always be
concerns on the horizon. At the start of 2019 many commentators were predicting the

Luke Pearce

end of the business cycle and an imminent global recession. It is therefore interesting to

+44 (0)20 3555 3746

note that, during a year when we saw a great deal of concern and doom, we also saw very

luke.x.pearce@barclays.com

healthy returns.
A similar occurrence happened in 2015/16. At the end of 2015, China’s growth was
predicted to slow significantly and the oil price fell. Despite the turmoil however, 2016
proved again to be a very profitable year for investors who stayed the course.
	We use this index to represent our developed market equity asset class.

6

	In reality this wouldn’t have been possible, because the MSCI World Index was launched in 1986; data prior to this
are back-filled.

7
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This serves to show that, in addition to the current crisis, many

Investors should consider their own composure when starting

historical downturns have been difficult to predict in advance.

the investment journey. The most important point is that you

Market prices reflect future expectations, so markets tend to

remain on the journey in future years.

reach their lowest points just as the worst of the economic

If a fear of further near-term market falls is holding you

outcomes come into vision. This makes correctly calling the

back, one option to manage this risk is to gradually phase

bottom more difficult still.

investments into the market. This is ‘averaging-in’. This way,
should the market fall, subsequent investments are made at a

Dipping your toe in

lower level. Conversely, should the market rise after your initial

Understanding historical probabilities is one thing, but

investments are now at an increased price (Figure 1).

investment, you are in positive territory. However, subsequent

overcoming the psychological barriers to putting our hard-

Please note that investments can fall in value. You may get

earned money into the markets is quite another. So, whilst

back less than you invest. Past performance is not a guide to

we believe the best strategy is to get invested as soon as you

future performance.

can, this doesn’t provide the comfort that many savers need.

FIGURE 1: Investing £12,000 in equities over 12 months then cashing out in five years (June 2011 to June 2016)
12-month instalment period
Final investment instalment
iShares Core MSCI World ETF month-end-price
Lump sum investment price
Average price

£33
£31
£29

£31.01

£27
£25
£23
£21
£19

£18.73

£17
£15
Jun-11

Jun-12

Jun-13

Jun-14

Summary of investment

Jun-15

Jun-16

Averaging

Lump sum

Amount to be invested

£12,000

£12,000

Number of instalments

12

1

Initial price/unit

£18.73

£18.73

Average price/unit

£17.71

£18.73

678

641

Sold price (after 5 years)

£31.01/unit

£31.01/unit

Final value

£21,024.78

£19,877.41

Number of units purchased

Discrete yearly performance

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

iShares Core MSCI World UCITS ETF

-5.4%

9.2%

25.3%

12.6%

4.1%

29.6%

Source: FactSet.
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Conclusion
As with many other life choices it can often feel like it’s not the right time to make an investment. However, while you may never be
100% comfortable in taking risk, you shouldn’t let this fear hamper the potential to grow your money in the long term.
Investors should bear in mind the following key considerations when deciding to invest:
•

Time will tell. Typically, investors who were invested in a diversified portfolio over the medium term have enjoyed positive
returns but it’s important to remember that past performance is not a guide to future performance.

•

Humility is a necessity. Accept that you won’t always invest right at the bottom, but know that this won’t be what determines
your long-term success.

•

Have a plan. Whatever course you choose, decide how much you can invest and when, and then commit to your plan.
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The View from the Asset Allocation Forum

Growth to bounce back – Our TAA positioning
Financial markets suffered historic levels of volatility last quarter, as large swathes of the global economy shut down temporarily
due to the pandemic. Risk assets like stocks and credit have sold off, while safe havens like developed government bonds rallied.
The containment efforts we’re seeing now will prove a large hit to economic activity. It will likely see the world come close to an
IMF-defined global recession of sub-2.5% growth in the next couple of quarters. This will not be permanent however. Our best
guess is that as the containment efforts take their course, the case fatality and transmission of coronavirus should gradually reduce.
As the world economy restarts itself, we expect growth to bounce back. This rebound may take place as soon as the second
half of the year, but of course is dependent on the effectiveness of current containment measures. Risk assets will likely benefit
from this tailwind.
Cash & Short-Maturity Bonds: Underweight
• In their efforts to offset the global economic slowdown, central
banks across the globe have reduced interest rates close
to zero and re-introduced quantitative easing.
• We are now underweight in this asset
class, having deployed some Cash in
recent tactical trades.

Developed Markets Equities: Overweight
• Developed Markets Equities sold off at their
sharpest levels since the Global Financial Crisis.
Most indices fell into bear market
territory. The severity and speed of this drawdown
however, suggests that investor sentiment has fallen
to depressed levels.
• Historically, such extremes have been followed by above-average
equity returns, as investors tend to overreact to bad news. We have
therefore increased our tactical overweight to this asset class.

Emerging Markets Equities: Overweight
•		Emerging Markets Equities suffered heavily in the sell-off, as investors attempt
to guess at the economic damage from coronavirus and falling oil prices.
• Emerging markets governments and central banks have more policy headroom
to stabilise growth. So far, the coronavirus outbreak seems to be stabilising
faster in Asia. As such, it’s plausible that the outlook for Emerging Markets
Equities can improve ahead of their developed counterparts.
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Alternative Trading Strategies:
Neutral
• This is a heterogeneous asset
class, where little conviction
can be had from a tactical
standpoint.
• We typically use this asset class
as an alternative source of
funding.

High Yield & Emerging Market Bonds:
Overweight
• High yield credit spreads have widened sharply
during the recent sell-off, and are now trading
well above their post-Crisis averages. Poor
market liquidity likely exacerbated these
losses. Valuations are more attractive today,
and we have increased exposure to the
asset class.
• Emerging Markets Bonds sold off heavily,
as spreads widened and emerging markets
currencies fell. In particular, bonds tied to
oil-exporting countries were the hardest hit,
in line with the recent plunge in oil prices.
Looking at both spreads and currency
valuations, the asset class looks more
attractive today.

Tactical Asset Allocation
Here, we explain our current thinking behind our Tactical Asset Allocation (TAA). Please refer to the glossary below for an explanation
of the terminology.
This is our view but it’s important to appreciate that predictions of future investment conditions are always uncertain. Outcomes may
differ from those that we expect. Circumstances might change or we could be wrong. We don’t give personal investment advice.
You make your own decisions. If you’re unsure, seek independent personal advice.
We maintain a long-term Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA) for five risk profiles, based on our outlook for each asset class. We also
make tactical adjustments to our portfolio, mainly based on our shorter term (three-to-six month) outlook.

Real Estate: Neutral
• We are neutral in this asset class. Tactically, the asset class is an area of
low conviction for us.

Investment Grade Bonds: Neutral
• Investment grade bonds suffered in the
recent sell-off, as investors rotated away
from this asset to safe havens like Cash and
Developed Government Bonds. Poor market
liquidity likely exacerbated these losses.
• Valuations have become more attractive,
given that spreads are trading near postCrisis highs. We recently closed our
underweight to the asset class.
Developed Government Bonds:
Underweight
• With policy rates in many developed
countries at or approaching the zero lower
bound, there is limited room for central
banks to cut rates further.
• Global Treasuries look expensive to us and
have an unattractive risk/reward profile
from a tactical standpoint.

Glossary

Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA): the long-term view based on our
outlook for each asset class
Tactical Asset Allocation (TAA): tactical adjustments relative to our
SAA, mainly based on our shorter term (three-to-six month) outlook
Overweight: tactical exposure to a particular asset class which is in
excess of our long-term allocation (SAA)
Underweight: tactical exposure to a particular asset class which is less
than our long-term allocation (SAA)

Commodities: Neutral
• We are neutral in this asset class. Tactically, the asset class is an area of
low conviction for us.
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FIGURE 1: Tactical asset allocation (as at 08 April 2020)
Strong
Underweight

Asset Class

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Cash & Short-Maturity Bonds
Developed Government Bonds
Investment Grade Bonds
High Yield & Emerging Markets Bonds
Developed Markets Equities
Emerging Markets Equities
Commodities
Real Estate
Alternative Trading Strategies

Fixed Income

Equities

Alternatives

• Underweight global Treasuries as a lot
of bad news has already been priced
into the bond market.

• Overweight equities – investor
sentiment is now extremely bearish
following recent market movements.

• Real estate remains an area of low
conviction for us.

• Neutral on investment grade credit –
downgrade risks are now well priced
in.

• There may be more volatility to
stomach in the short term. But over a
longer tactical horizon, we think the
risk-reward profile for equities has
significantly improved.

• Overweight emerging market debt
and high yield bonds – valuations have
gotten more attractive with the recent
sell-off.

• Commodities remain an area of low
conviction for us.

FIGURE 2: Total returns across key asset classes

Developed Government Bonds

3.2%

Investment Grade Bonds

12.5%
14.3%

-14.2%

Developed Markets Equities

2020 (through 7 April)

7.3%

-3.8%

High Yield & Emerging Markets Bonds

27.7%

-19.2%

Emerging Markets Equities

18.4%

-20.9%

Commodities
Real Estate

2019

2.3%
0.6%

Cash & Short-Maturity Bonds

7.7%

-21.6%

21.9%

-28.6%

Alternative Trading Strategies*

-6.9%

8.6%

Source: FactSet, Barclays. *ATS as at 6 April 2020. Asset classes in USD and represented by the following indices: Cash & Short Maturity-Bonds, Barclays US Treasury Bills TR USD; Developed
Government Bonds, Barclays Global Treasury TR Hgd USD; Investment Grade Bonds, Barclays Global Agg Corp TR Hdg USD; High Yield and Emerging markets Bonds, BofAML US HY Master II
Constrnd TR USD (40%), JPM EMBI Global Diversified TR USD (30%), JPM GBI-EM Global Diversified TR USD (30%) from 1 August 2016, BofAML US HY Master II Constrnd TR HUSD (50%), JPM
EMBI Global Diversified TR USD (20%), JPM GBI-EM Global Diversified TR USD (30%) from 15 January 2018; Developed Markets Equities, MSCI World NR USD; Emerging Markets Equities, MSCI EM
NR USD; Commodities (USD), FactSet Commodity TR USD; Real Estate (USD), FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed NR USD; Alternative Trading Strategies (ATS) (USD), HFRX Global Hedge Fund USD.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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Interest rates, bond yields, and commodity and equity prices in context*
FIGURE 1: Short-term interest rates
Nominal Yield Level 3 Months (%)
9
8
7

FIGURE 2: Government bond yields (global)
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FIGURE 3: Inflation-linked real bond yields (global)

FIGURE 4: Inflation-adjusted spot commodity prices
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FIGURE 5: Government bond yields: selected markets

FIGURE 6: Global credit and emerging market yields
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Source for Figures 5-6: FactSet, Barclays
*Monthly data with final data point as of 5 March 2020.

Past performance does not guarantee future results.
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FIGURE 7: Developed stock market, forward price-toearnings (PE) ratio
PE (x)
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FIGURE 8: Emerging stock market, forward PE ratio
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FIGURE 9: Developed world dividend and credit yields
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FIGURE 10: Regional quoted-sector profitability
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FIGURE 11: Global stock markets: forward PE ratios
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FIGURE 12: Global stock markets: price/book value ratios
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